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FROM THE MINISTER’S DESK

Being enfolded by God in Lenten space
trates, but God is desirous of rescuing and transforming them and
everyone else. We need to take
great care to pay attention to how
we might think of ourselves in
relation to ISIS and to God. Of
course theirs is an egregious example of rebellion against the will
and way of God. And we may
feel quite self-righteous in comparing ourselves and our Western
way of political and social organization to them. I mean, we may
say: ‘well of course we
do have problems in
our society, with poverty, lack of affordable
housing, the ethnic
make-up those who
are disproportionately
incarcerated, First Nations disenfranchisement, etc.;’ all of
which some say may
be considered a form
of social violence. This may lead
us to say something like: ‘well all
that may be true but at least we
are no way as bad as that monster
ISIS.’ Where have we heard this
kind of reasoning before in Jesus’
teaching?

The Faith and Power of Resurrection Living
“Christ is risen! Christ is risen
indeed!”

The Islamic State –
known varyingly as IS, ISIL, ISIS
– is a brutal, violent, evil, terrorist
movement that is committed to
eradicating everyone and everything that stands in the way of
their desire to establish a Caliphate; that is, a territory that is
ruled by the laws
and ideology of
their version of
Islam. (I know that
this is a very complex geo-political
situation – including the role that
the funding and
support of ISIS by
a faction in Saudi
Arabia and the
Assad regime by Iran, play.) The
fact is: these are all people whom
God loves. This scandalous affirmation is at the root of the gospel
we proclaim about the God revealed in the life, teaching, death
and resurrection of Jesus the
Christ. God loves the world and
through Christ is on a mission to
redeem the world.

“The Pharisee stood by himself
and prayed: ‘God I thank you
that I am not like other people –
robbers, evildoers, adulterers –
or even like this tax collector. I

Now of course God denounces the evil that ISIS perpe-
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courageous and just actions that
need to be undertaken. Together
we must pray and welcome the
Spirit’s prompting to find concrete ways to faithfully engage
wrong wherever it is found.

fast twice a week and give a
tenth of all I get’
But the tax collector stood at a
distance. He would not even
look up to heaven, but beat his
breast and said, ‘God have mercy on me, a sinner.’”
Luke 18:11-13

Consider the life, witness and
actions of Helmut Thielicke. He
was one of the theologians to
which I was drawn during my
seminary studies. He was a great
German preacher, scholar and
conscientious opponent of Hitler
and his political project during
Nazi Germany. However, it was
not only his theology that engaged me but also the tragedies
of his life which gave rise to his
understanding of God and of
Resurrection hope.

Make no mistake. I am not for
one moment equating ISIS with
the serious social issues in the
Western world. It is absolutely
not the same. I am, however,
pointing out that when we have
such a reprehensible and dramatic example of the contravention of God’s will and commands – ISIS -, we can be distracted from radical selfreflection – as a society, as individuals and as followers of Jesus
– as well as from and the urgent,

For opposing Hitler, Thielicke
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lost his university positions, was
always under the threat of imprisonment and was repeatedly
subjected to humiliating interrogations by the SS. One day, as
the war was coming to an end, he
walked to his Church in Stuttgart
and found it bombed to pieces,
then making his way home he
agonized over the discovery that
his house had been destroyed
and there were his desperately
hungry little children licking the
pictures of food in recipe books.
In the midst of all this Thielicke
stood week after week in his
bombed out church praying for
his demoralized congregation
and preaching to them of hope in
God. Together they were
strengthened by God and in turn
strengthened each other. On one
occasion Thielicke told his congregation: “The one fixed pole in
all the bewildering confusion is
the faithfulness and dependability of God.”

suffering of our world has been
gathered up in the faithfulness
and dependability of God. The
raising of Jesus from the dead by
God is a resounding vindication
of the way of peace, love, justice,
hope and promise of redemption
that Jesus taught and lived. It is
both an audacious witness to
God’s trustworthiness and a solicitous call to entrust our lives to
God and join God in the mending
of the world. The potency of the
Resurrection good news emboldens us to preach this and to do
this.
For I delivered to you as of first
importance what I also received,
that Christ died for our sins in
accordance with the scriptures,
that he was buried, that he was
raised on the third day in accordance with the scriptures...But if there is no
resurrection of the dead, then
Christ has not been raised; if
Christ has not been raised then
our preaching is in vain and
our faith is in vain.” (1 Corinthians 15:3,4,13,14)

That is both the bold testimony
of Good Friday and Resurrection
Sunday (Easter) as well as their
generous invitation. That is, proclaiming that the violence and

“…loose the chains of injustice
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all those fears, insecurities, desires and hopes you have for
yourselves and the world? Jesus
knows them all, he understands
them and even more, understands
the places in you from which
they come. And not only in you
but in all people for all time. Just
pay attention to what Jesus said
and is still saying, how he treated
people, how he challenged oppressive taboos and systems, the
spiritual disciplines he practiced,
the kind of relationship with God
he cultivated, the dimensions of
God he revealed, the love and
compassion he enacted, the warnings and judgments he issued and
the grace and forgiveness he
abundantly poured out. When
you keep on doing this in faith
with a worshipping community
of people, you will discover what

and untie the cords of the
yoke… set the oppressed free…
share your food with the hungry…and provide the poor…
with shelter. When you see the
naked…clothe them….If you do
away with the yoke of oppression…if you spend yourselves
in behalf of the hungry and satisfy the needs of the oppressed…The Lord will guide
you always.” (Isaiah 58:6-11)
Easter embraces us with our
hopes and desires; both for our
own lives and for the world that
God so loves. Easter accommodates our fears and insecurities,
and points us to the life, teachings, example, experience, death
and resurrection of Jesus. Easter
whispers into our faith and hearts
and minds and bodies: “You see
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needs to be let go, what needs to
be kindled and grown, what sin to
confess, what prayers to be offered, what priorities to cultivate,
what justice to seek, what peace
to receive and then make in the
world, what life to live, what spiritual gifts you have been given
and how to share them in ways
that bless the world. In short, you
will be engaging in resurrection
living.”

and we pray for the courage to
follow it, no matter the cost.
Speaking of his own mortality
and his enduring faith in God,
Thielicke wrote, “…as a Christian I go down into this death
with the complete confidence that
I cannot remain therein, since I
am one whom God has called by
name and therefore I shall be
called anew on God’s day. I am
under the protection of the Resurrected one. I am not immortal,
but I await my own resurrection.” (Death and Life, 1970)

Easter is about living with faith,
joy and hope into the redeemed
life God is providing for others
and for us. Thielicke once said,
“Tell me how much you know of
the suffering of your neighbours,
and I will tell you how much you
have loved them.” As we learn in
the parable of the Good Samaritan, our neighbours include those
with whom we may be at odds
and who may be ethnically different. (Luke 10 – generally Jews
and Samaritans disliked each other). We pray for the people who
comprise ISIS and
their backers; we pray
for the families of their
victims; we carry on
with sponsoring refugees from the region;
we pray for the suffering ones in our own
country; we challenge
ourselves, our governments and others to do
more; we listen together for God’s leading

A blessed Resurrection celebration to you all,
Anthony
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LECTIONARY FOR MARCH

April 5 – Easter Day

April 2 – Maundy
Thursday

Acts 10:34–43
Peter preaches, “God shows no partiality.”

Exodus 12:1–4, (5–10), 11–14
Instructions for the first Passover.

or Isaiah 25:6–9
God provides a rich feast.

Psalm 116:1–2, 12–19 (VU p. 836)
How can I repay you, O God?

Psalm 118:1–2, 14–24 (VU p. 837,
Parts One, Two, and Three)
God is my strength and my song.

1 Corinthians 11:23–26
An account of the Last Supper.

1 Corinthians 15:1–11
An account of Jesus’ resurrection
appearances.

John 13:1–17, 31b–35
Jesus washes the disciples’ feet

John 20:1–18
or Mark 16:1–8
The resurrected Jesus appears to
Mary Magdalene.

April 3 – Good Friday

Isaiah 52:13—53:12
The servant is despised, suffering,
acquainted with infirmity.

April 12 – Second Sunday of Easter

Psalm 22 (VU pp. 743–746)
“My God, my God, why have you
forsaken me?”

Acts 4:32–35
The believers shared everything
they had, and no one was in need.

Hebrews 10:16–25
Let us approach God with a true
heart.
or Hebrews 4:14–16; 5:7–9
Jesus the high priest.

Psalm 133 (VU p. 856)
The blessing of living together in
unity.

John 18:1—19:42
The betrayal, arrest, and crucifixion
of Jesus.

1 John 1:1—2:2
Message to share: God is light, a
source of forgiveness.
John 20:19–31
Jesus appears to disciples (with a
special appearance to Thomas).
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April 19 – Third Sunday of Easter

April 26 – Fourth Sunday of Easter

Sunday Closest to Earth Day

Acts 4:5–12
Peter and John before the Jewish religious leaders.

Acts 3:12–19
Peter explains the power of Jesus
after healing a crippled man.

Psalm 23 (VU pp. 747–749)
God is my shepherd and source of
blessing.

Psalm 4 (VU p. 727)
The psalmist seeks God’s presence
in all times.

1 John 3:16–24
Love not just with words, but also
with actions.

1 John 3:1–7
We are all children of God.

John 10:11–18
Jesus the Good Shepherd.

Luke 24:36b–48
Jesus appears and promises “Peace
be with you.”
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Birthdays in April
1st
2nd
2nd
3rd
7th
8th
8th
10th
11th
11th
12th
12th
13th
13th
13th
13th
13th
13th
15th
15th
15th
16th
18th
19th
19th
23rd
25th
28th
29th

Sawyer Pinheiro
Allan Menzies
Andrea Faught
Eleyana Molepo-Stearns
Ellen McGuinty
Ellen Andrews
Peter Graham
Doris Wilson
Ike Goodine
Margaret MacPherson
Noah Linton
Tristan Dos Santos
Lorine Clement
Myracle Charley
Andrea Nelson
Karen Laurin
Benjamin Bosch
Dayanti Karumaratne
Gloria Anderson
Agnes Heaslip
Elizabeth Cheesbrough
William Morris
Alexander Rice
William Fitzgerald
James Parent
Viola Menzies
Barbara Lawton
Miranda Carey
Jacques Dicaire

If you would like your birthday to be
a secret, please let the office know
and we will leave you off the list.
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Yuletide Bazaar
successful because of the congregation’s generosity. Donations
are the key to our success. Remember, a donation can be an
item, an idea, your time or your
talent.

The Bazaar
planning committee continues
to look for new
members. In
particular, we
are looking for
someone to help
Val Hum with the set-up and
take-down planning.

If you are thinking of cleaning
out a closet or downsizing this
spring, please consider Parkdale’s Bazaar as you decide what
to do with your special items.

After 25 years of co-coordinating
different tables and activities at
the bazaar, Val is hoping to share
this position with another member of the congregation in 2015.

In particular, we
are looking for:
 antiques or
older items of
interest
 china
 silverware
 collectibles
 jewelry
 250 ml glass jars with lids
 cotton material

I too, as the Bazaar convenor for
the past 6 years would like to
share my position with another
volunteer.
Both Val and I are hoping to
mentor new committee members
this year and then retire from our
respective positions. Please give
these vacancies your consideration. Val or I will be happy to
answer any questions you may
have.

Donations can be left at the
church office during regular
business hours.

Historically, the Yuletide Bazaar
has been a very successful event,
not only as a fundraising activity,
but also as a lovely way to welcome the Advent season. It is
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Should you have any questions
or would like to join our great
group of volunteers, please call
the church office, or contact me,
Ann Thompkins, at
ann.tompkins07@gmail.com or
Val Hum at
valerie.hum@rogers.com.

Thank you to everyone for supplying the Food Bank with the clear bottles, ensure and boost bottles and lots of egg cartons and milk bags too.
We are now in need of more food items — cereal, pasta, pasta sauces,
beans and other non-perishable foods. Although the 1st Sunday of each
month is set aside as our special collection day for the Parkdale Food
Centre, we pick up the contents of the cart every week.
You can also donate through your church envelopes by marking the giving as for the Parkdale Food Centre. This will enable us to purchase
things like milk, butter and eggs.
Remember, the Parkdale Food Centre helps area people in need.
Thanks, Dian Morris

POT LUCK SUPPER
All IFTC Volunteers:
Thursday April 9, 2015
5:30 pm
In Tape Hall, Parkdale United
Church
This is our opportunity to invite our
generous donors and together give
thanks for our meaningful ministry.
Please bring salad, main course or dessert!
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Parkdale Book Club
April 26 * (*Note change of date; previously April 19)
Medicine Walk by Richar d Wagamese. 2014.
Brilliant novel about a native family, the universal story of a father and
son struggle, their goodness and redemption.
May 24 The Master and Margarita by Mikhail Bulgakov. 1967. The
Devil visits the fervently atheistic Soviet Union. Considered one of the
best novels of the 20th century.
June 14 God's Bits of Wood by Sembene Ousmane. 1960. Senegalese author’s novel of a railway strike in Senegal in the 40's, examining
colonialism's many faces.
If you have any questions please email either Marlene MacLean
(marlenemaclean@gmail.com) or Heather Brophy
(h.brophy@sympatico.ca).

All Welcome!
Meet in the Ladies Parlor after church on book club days.
Bring a lunch.

Murder Mystery Dinner Theatre
Sunday April 26th at 6:00 p.m. at Parkdale
On April 26th you will have an opportunity to put your detective skills
to the test and determine “Who Done It!”
Join your friends and enjoy a fun-filled evening, with dinner and intrigue.
Tickets will be sold after worship
each week in Memorial Hallway.
Proceeds will help support our Syrian Refugee Family.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
REPORT OF THE 2015 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING –
FEBRUARY 22, 2015

grades. The intention is to support
projects and initiatives with a goal of
strengthening our ministries and
meeting emerging needs both locally
and worldwide. Next steps will include the development of a communications plan and material to raise
awareness of the Memorial fund and
to encourage giving to the fund, with
an emphasis on legacy giving. In
addition, a multi-faceted Stewardship
Campaign is recommended to ensure
that all members of the congregation
and in the extended Parkdale community are fully aware of Parkdale’s
mission, calling and aspirations and
of our Christian calling to maintain
the church and to help those in need.
After Samantha’s presentation, Anthony invited participants into small
group discussion. We were asked to
take some time in silent prayer, asking God to help us to be present to
this task, and to grant us wisdom and
discernment.
Questions were:

After enjoying a light lunch provided by the Membership Development Committee, about 55 members of the congregation participated in the 2015 Annual General
Meeting.
Council Chair, Blaine Pauling,
called the meeting to order and
welcomed those present, after
which Rev. Dr. Anthony Bailey led
those assembled in an opening
prayer. Rev. Debbie Roi then led a
short ceremony of remembrance
and thanksgiving for the lives and
contributions of Parkdale members
and affiliates who had passed away
during 2014. After a time of silent
reflection, the names of 11 people
were read aloud, one from 2013.
After the minutes of the 2014 Annual General Meeting were approved, there was a presentation on
the work and recommendations of
the Memorial Fund Working
Group, led by Samantha Tim, Chair
of the Stewardship Committee and
co-chair of the Working Group.
Samantha emphasized that the report envisions a living and enduring fund, which will be used, replenished and built up again in a
cycle designed to meet continuing
and emerging needs. Specifically,
the recommendations allow for the
continued offset of operating deficits, as well as the use of capital
when necessary to meet emergencies and provide for major maintenance, repairs and facility up-

Who is the most generous person
you know? (sharing spontaneously
with others, giving their time, encouraging relationships, contributing
money joyfully to help others and
support God’s work, etc.)

When have you been in receipt of
someone else’s generosity and
thoughtfulness? What was the impact on you? Did it change or shape
your way of life in any way? If so,
how?
What do you most value about the
community of faith that is Parkdale
United Church?
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What is your general response to the
MFWG’s Vision and Recommendations for the Fund? Of the nine recommendations, which ones most
excite you? Why?
What suggestions might you have to
strengthen these recommendations?
In what ways might you
be willing to help these
come to pass in the congregation and beyond?
Following the small
group discussion, there
was a short Q and A/comment period, during which it became apparent
that there was considerable support
for the recommendations of the
working group. There was a general
appreciation for the fact that the
recommendations provide a policy
framework, not a detailed plan.
There was also strong support for
three year budgets from all committees. It was suggested that a limit be
placed on how much money from
the Memorial Fund can be used to
offset budgetary deficits, notwithstanding the fact that the amount of
this transfer is always approved at
the AGM. There was strong support
for seeking out bequests, endowments funds and planned givings to
the Memorial Fund in order to sustain the capital. It was suggested
that we should look at the entire
fund, not just interest and dividends,
when we think about supporting
projects, but a limit should be set,
i.e. x% of the Fund. It was also noted that there is generally a good response to a campaign for major capital items and the Memorial Endowment Fund should not be the first
call for capital expenditures. We
were reminded that our current in-

vestment policy supports a Fund that
is designed for income; capital gains
are not a major focus, although the
intent is to maintain the capital base.
It was very strongly and accurately
noted that we are ‘not paying our
way’ and this should stop.
Congregation members were also anxious for reassurance
that the recommendations of the report
will be moved forward and that suggestions made during the AGM would
be taken seriously.
There was considerable discussion
about recommendation #4, which
suggests that the mandate of the Mission, Outreach and Justice Committee be expanded to include providing
recommendations for new initiatives.
It was noted that valid and innovative
suggestions could come from other
committees. Clarification was received, noting that the intent of this
recommendation is to be expansionary, welcoming suggestions for new
projects and programs from any and
all areas. In summary, the point of
this recommendation is to highlight
the important mission of Parkdale to
contribute to needs/projects outside
our walls, recognizing the abundance
with which we are blessed; this mission should be continued and expanded.
It was also suggested that identifying
people with experience in researching grant possibilities and fundraising opportunities could supplement
possible funding sources.
Richard Hamley moved that we accept the report of the Memorial Fund
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AGM CONT…..
Working Group and move into implementation mode; David Mason
seconded. A vote was held, and the
motion was carried, with four abstentions.

Parkdale to meet accessibility standards. There was no ready answer to
the question of how or when we are
planning to respond to these requirements. Cost is a major consideration, given the age and construction
of the building. Although there has
been a significant investment in one
accessible washroom, this does not
provide a solution to Parkdale’s accessibility challenges. Accessibility
will be discussed at future Council
meetings.

Discussion then moved to financial
reports. Kathleen Stephenson,
Treasurer, very capably presented
the financial summary for 2014,
highlighting the fact that envelope
givings to the General Fund were up
almost 11% over last year. The bottom line, after considering the transfer of about $60K of investment income from the Memorial Fund, was
a small surplus for 2014! However,
the year-end statements reflect a
deficit of $23,220 because of the
need to hold some funds in reserve
for specific purposes, i.e. Youth
Ministry, Youth Coffee shop, IFTC
reserve funds, and funds raised for
the refugee family.

The 2015 Budget was adopted in a
motion by Harry Allen moved, seconded by Sheila Clark.
The Annual General Meeting is the
forum that approves the nominations
for Council, Trustees (Property and
Financial) and representatives to
Presbytery. The following slate of
officers was approved for 2014:

On a motion by Kathleen, seconded
by Harry Allen, the 2014 financial
statements were accepted; a separate
motion by Kathleen, seconded by
Judy Hamley, approved the transfer
of $23,220 from the Memorial Fund
to write off the deficit.

Council:
Chair: Blaine Pauling
Vice-chair: Scott Andrews
Secretary: Helen Hayes
Treasurer: Kathleen Stephenson
Past Chair: Matthew Baker
Committee Chairs:
Communications: Carolynn Halkett
Faith Formation and Christian Enrichment: Paul Crabtree
Finance: Harry Allen
Membership Development and
Rolls: Marilyn Hahn
Ministry and Personnel: Judy Hamley
Mission, Outreach and Justice: Vacant
Pastoral Care: Mary McLeod

Kathleen Stephenson then provided
an overview of the budget for 2015,
noting that envelope givings were
projecting a 6% increase, and highlighting that the General Fund is
budgeting a deficit of $79K, before a
budgeted transfer of investment income of $59K.
There was considerable discussion
of the legislative requirement for
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Presbytery Representatives: Beth Gutsell, Three vacant positions
Property Trustees: Ken Elder
Recruitment and Succession Planning:
Peter Meerburg
Stewardship: Samantha Tim
Worship: Barbara Faught

Andrews for agreeing to assume the
important position of Vice-Chair.
Blaine then offered a generous word
of thanks to the staff (Anthony, Debbie and Melodee) for their dedicated
contribution to the work of Parkdale,
to our music director (Troy Cross)
for the gift of both contemporary and
traditional music, to Kathleen Stephenson and Richard Hamley for
their dedicated stewardship of our
financial resources, and to our office
administrator (Don Mockett) and to
custodial staff (Khan Chao, Carole
Shaw, Ryan Pascal and Sung Lim)
for all their hard work and cheerful
support during the year. Debbie Roi
then thanked Blaine for his work as
Chair.

Clergy:
Coordinating Minister: Anthony Bailey
Minister of Youth and Children: Melodee Lovering
Minister of Pastoral Care: Debbie Roi
Property Trustees:
Warren Creighton
David Baird
Khan Chao
Ken Elder (Chairperson)
Janice Gray
Richard Yearwood
Don Mockett
Orion Clark
Ward Cosman

Melodee Lovering closed the meeting with a meaningful prayer.
The meeting adjourned.
A Heartfelt
Thank You
Anthony
and I, and
all our family, would
like to thank the people of Parkdale United for your prayers, expression of condolences, kind
words, cards, flowers, fruit and
food on the occasion of the recent
passing of my mother Bonney
Clark. We have felt supported,
upheld, cared for and well blessed
indeed. It is truly a joyous gift of
God to be a part of such a loving,
attentive and caring congregation.

Financial Trustees:
Harry Allen
Richard Hamley
Committees are always looking for
additional people to provide new ideas and to support their efforts. Please
contact the appropriate Committee
Chair for more information if you
would like to become more engaged
in one of the many ministries that
Parkdale supports.
As the meeting drew to a close, Blaine
thanked Council members, especially
Faye Beaufort, who has continued to
fill in as the Chair of MOJ in the absence of a new Chair being identified,
and Matt Baker for his advice and
support. Blaine also thanked Scott

God bless you all
Wendy Bailey
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CONCILE REPORT—MARCH
REPORT TO THE MESSENGER – COUNCIL MEETING
OF MARCH 3, 2015

Planning exercise, after which
recruitment efforts will resume;
the objective is to have a team
working on this before the summer. Blaine also reported that
some preliminary research has
been done on a potential Fundraising Policy for Parkdale in
order to assist the work of the
Stewardship Committee.

The March 3 Council meeting
was preceded by a visit with
Presbytery’s Pastoral Care and
Oversight Committee, represented by Rev. Kim Vidal of
Bell’s Corners United, Dave
Sword, lay presbyter, Kanata
United Church, Rev. Nancy
Colton, Chaplain with the Canadian Forces based at Uplands,
and Chris Inrig, lay presbyter at
Rideau Park United Church.
Council representation was augmented by the presence of a
couple of members of the congregation. The discussion was a
wonderful opportunity to remind ourselves of the wonderful, vibrant place of worship and
outreach that Parkdale is, as
well as to share information on
challenges and concerns.

Two thank you notes were received from Cornerstone Housing for Women, both expressing
appreciation for Parkdale’s support. (Last year, Cornerstone
provided emergency shelter and
basic needs for 413 women last
year, as well as affordable permanent housing for 68 women
who need support due to mental
and physical health challenges,
abuse and trauma.)
Referring to the Memorial Fund
Working Group recommendation that a multi-faceted stewardship campaign be immediately designed and implemented
under the leadership of Council,
Blaine invited participants to
share ideas/concerns in a brief
brainstorming session. A wideranging discussion ensued.
Considerable attention was given to what we mean by stewardship. It is about much more than
money; it is about a whole-life

Rev. Debbie Roi opened the
business meeting with prayer,
recognizing the gifts that God
has provided to Parkdale and the
opportunities for service that
abound, and asking His continued guidance in all Council activities.
Blaine Pauling reported that
work is underway to define the
scope of the proposed Strategic
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erosity and is entirely consistent
with Parkdale’s mission.
Churches can customize the
event to respond to their own
circumstances, restricting the
kinds of merchandise that they
will collect as required. There
was considerable discussion,
with members generally in support of the objective in theory,
but concerned about the implications for our own biannual
Rummage Sales, which are
fundraisers for Parkdale’s Capital fund, storage of items before
the event, removal of items after
the event, as well as the need to
recruit a coordinator for this
project along with adequate volunteer support. It was decided
that Parkdale would participate
in this event if a volunteer coordinator can be recruited.

relationship with God, being
partners with God in God’s mission. The importance of laying
the appropriate groundwork,
getting the messages right and
extending the conversation so
that the exercise generates excitement was emphasized.
There was considerable discussion of terminology; some
members wanted to avoid the
use of any potentially negative
language, such as ‘stewardship’
and ‘campaign’, while others
were of the opinion that we
should get on with the work required and call a spade a spade.
It was apparent that some education on what stewardship entails is required and that the
work should start with a conversation on this. As a result, it
was decided that on Saturday,
May 23, 2015, there will be a
half-day ‘looking forward’ session. The goal of this session
will be to deepen our understanding of stewardship and
move forward with the recommendations of the Memorial
Fund Working Group.

Anthony also advised us of an
idea for a Talent Contest
brought to him by John Ferguson, Manager of the Hintonburg
Giant Tiger, to raise money for
In From the Cold. John has
been a loyal supporter of Parkdale’s In From the Cold and
Benevolent Fund ministries on
an ongoing basis and Council
decided to support him in this
effort. However, Anthony subsequently informed Council by
e-mail that John had advised
that the proposed Talent Contest
could not take place at this time
but that he will continue to ex-

Anthony then provided some
background on “the Big Give”,
a city-wide initiative planned
for June 6, 2015. The objective
is to engage 100 churches in the
Ottawa area to organize events
in order to offer free items to
their neighbourhoods; it would
be an opportunity to show gen-
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Education Day on Monday June
1 (with events planned for high
schools, as well as Kairos public
education events throughout the
city); and the final report to Parliament on Tuesday, June 2.
Please note that hosts are still
needed for out of town visitors
from May 30 to June 3rd.

plore ideas for another joint
venture for IFTC.
The meeting adjourned with a
meaningful prayer led by Paul
Crabtree.
Two Committee reports had
been provided to Council in advance of the March 3rd meeting.
Summaries of these follow:
Faye Beaufort reported that the
Mission, Outreach and Justice
Committee had met on January
19, 2015. A lot of excellent
work continues under the leadership of Elise Mennie on the
Living into Right Relations with
Aboriginal Peoples front. Momentum is increasing in anticipation of the closing events related to the report of the Truth
and Reconciliation Committee
on June 2, 2015. Bookmarks
with information pertaining to
the Reconciliation Walk were
distributed to the congregation
on February 22 and a Minute for
Mission advised of upcoming
events, including a discussion
after church on April 19, 2015,
led by Viola Thomas of Reconciliation Canada, on “What does
Reconciliation Mean?” The last
weekend in May will see many
events, including a Kairos Conference on Indigenous Rights at
Carleton University; a Reconciliation Walk on Sunday, May 31;
a proposed interfaith service on
Sunday evening, May 31; an

Parkdale hosted the World Day
of Prayer on Friday, March 6.
A huge thank you goes out to
Beth Gutsell, who organized
this event, in cooperation with
representative of several local
churches. Those who attended
enjoyed a very meaningful service, written by the women of
the Bahamas, including a footwashing pantomime and a
poignant message from Rev.
Debbie Roi. Food and fellowship followed in the Memorial
Hall.
Work continues with respect to
responding to changing government requirements for sponsorship of our Syrian refugee family. We are, however, encouraged that over $11,000 has been
raised, considering that the campaign to raise $30,000 has not
really started!
Mark your calendars for the
Murder Mystery evening
planned for April 26th; this is a
fund-raiser for the Syrian refugee family.
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The Celebrating Our Cultures
and International Dinner returns
on Saturday, October 17, 2015.
The focus will be on Australia
and one other country, yet to be
determined.

involved. A presentation is
planned for the May meeting of
Council. Although $12,000 was
approved for technology enhancement in the Budget for
2015, there may be a need for a
specific fund-raising effort in
this regard. Stay tuned for more
information on this front.

Images and Stories continues to
attract a good number of guests.
Daunett Tucker spoke about her
experience as a nurse in the
North on January 30th; Gloria
Goodine told us about her return
in late 2014 to the city of her
birth, Shanghai, and her travel to
rural southwest China where she
participated in a Friendship Forum; and John Harewood completes the series on March 27th,
sharing his teaching experience
on the east coast of Labrador
among the Inuit and settlers of
Hopedale.

Barbara also reported that there
had been a suggestion that only
gluten-free bread be used thus
eliminating the exclusion to a
certain section of the sanctuary
of those who required it. The
move to gluten-free bread only
was implemented at the March
1st Communion service. The
committee also considered a
suggestion related to the use of
disposable plastic cups for communion. It was decided that this
would only be considered if the
plastic glasses were compostable. Subsequent discussion with
the communion coordinator indicated that help with communion clean-up is not a significant
issue; there is little need to dry
glasses when they come out of
the new dishwasher.

Barbara Faught, on behalf of the
Worship Committee, reported
that the Technology working
group, an initiative of the Communications and Worship Committees, met on January 28th.
There was a wide ranging discussion about the advantages of
an increased use of technology
in our worship services and the
particulars of our space. Since
that meeting, contacts have been
made and meetings set up with
individuals and companies to
discuss our needs and possibilities and the costs that would be
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PARKDALE’s
SPRING RUMMAGE
SALE
SATURDAY, APRIL 25,
2015
9AM to 12 NOON

HELPERS WOULD BE APPRECIATED
We are looking for: good clean used clothing, kitchenware and household items, books,
LPs, CDs, toys and games, sports equipment.
No TVs or computer equipment please.
Mark items clearly “Rummage Sale” and leave
them at the door to the Memorial Hall.
Please drop items off by Thursday, April 23,
2015.
If you can help with setting up, selling or cleaning up afterwards,
please contact Valerie Hum at 613-728-8830 or by e-mail at
valerie.hum@rogers.com
If you need help getting items to the church or are able to help
with deliveries, please contact Helen Hayes at
hayeshelen8@gmail.com
THANK YOU FOR
YOUR SUPPORT!
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Christianity in Context
Christianity in the third
century
By Blaine Pauling

of evil is one of the most commonly
depicted scenes in Christian art. This
form of extreme asceticism was, of
course, rare, but it became widely
known and admired, and eventually
served as an inspiration for the communal form of monasticism that
arose in later centuries.

Christianity in the third century
Christianity developed in several
important ways over the course of
the third century: in canonical texts,
ascetic practice and theology. The
Christian population continued to
increase both within and outside the
Roman empire.

It was during the third century that
the Greek and Latin Fathers of the
Church (Clement and Origen of Alexandria; Hippolytus of Rome; Tertullian; Cyprian of Carthage) deepened and articulated a more complex
Christian theology through treatises,
apologies and books of scriptural
interpretation. The urban nature of
Christianity is evident in the geographical location of the Church
Fathers: Carthage and Alexandria
were major Roman cities of Africa,
and of course Rome was the capital
of the empire. Like later theologians,
the Church Fathers were heavily
influenced by Greek philosophy
(particularly Platonic philosophy);
the tradition of explaining Christian
ideas and doctrine using philosophical ideas and language had become
the norm. Although the practice of a
Christian life remained of primary
importance to Christians, the increasing emphasis on complex theology led to greater emphasis on the
content of belief. This focus on belief, or creed, would have significant
consequences in the centuries to
come as many Christians began to
define themselves not by the lives

Although continuing to develop, the
Christian canon was not yet complete: the Christian Bible as we
know it today had not yet been settled. There is evidence that by the
turn of the third century, there was a
collection of Christian writing that
was very similar to the New Testament; the major writings had been
mainly decided upon in the previous
century, but they would not be finally settled for another century.
In the deserts of Egypt, Palestine
and Syria, a new form of Christian
practice emerged, sometimes called
‘living martyrdom’ – the Christian
ascetics or hermits, generally called
the first monks. Many of these
monks claimed to be following Jesus’ example of seeking isolation in
the desert, although they would live
in caves or atop pillars for years
rather than 40 days. For example,
Anthony of Egypt, usually considered the first Christian monk, spent
13 years in the deserts of Egypt,
practicing an extreme ascetic life.
His struggle against the temptation
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they led but by the theological content of their beliefs.

By the early third century the Roman
empire was having severe succession
problems, as intrigue and assassination led to the replacement of more
than one emperor. Court intrigue
gave way to civil war, leading to the
temporary break-up of the empire
into three main parts in AD258. The
‘barbarian’ tribes living across the
Danube and Rhine took advantage of
Rome’s weakness to invade, as did
the Persian Sassanids. The empire
teetered until most enemies were
defeated by the 270s, and the reforms
of the emperor Dioclesian, who took
power during the 280s, succeeded in
preserving the empire for another
generation. He made several economic reforms, but most importantly
he divided the empire into eastern
and western halves for ease of governance, beginning a (or, reflecting
an existing) division between a Latin
west and Greek east that would last a
thousand years beyond the end of the
empire.

Christianity also continued its
spread throughout the Roman population. In the last decades of the century, large numbers of Christians
began to settle in the east, in the
Persian Sassanid empire, to escape
persecution in the Roman empire.
Across the Rhine and Danube Rivers, in what is today Germany, Poland and Romania, many of the socalled ‘barbarian’ peoples began to
convert to a form of Christianity.
The Goths, for example, were converted to Christianity during this
century. It is significant, however,
that the Goths and other ‘barbarian’
peoples of the north converted to a
form of Christianity that was considered heretical in the empire itself,
which would have major political
implications in the future.
Life for Christians became more
difficult within the Roman empire
during the third century. All inhabitants of the empire were made citizens in AD212, but all citizens were
expected to participate in the traditional religious rituals that were believed to sustain the Roman state.
This posed particular difficulty for
Jews and Christians, who did not
recognize the existence and refused
worship of the Roman gods. This
led to suspicion, and for one year,
the deliberate persecution of Jews
and Christians by the state. This
brief persecution was followed by
an edict of tolerance that brought 40
years of peaceful co-existence,
brought to an abrupt end in the last
quarter of the century by the emperor Dioclesian.

For Christians, Dioclesian is remembered for enacting the most intensive
persecution of Christians since the
first century. An old-fashioned pagan, Dioclesian believed that the
disloyalty of the growing Christian
population was at least partially responsible for the disasters of the
third century. A large proportion of
all Christian martyrs were killed under Dioclesian.
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Meanwhile, on the rest of the planet…
In China, the weakened Han empire
finally crumbled and fractured into
separate kingdoms. China entered
what is called the Three Kingdoms
period, in which the surviving kingdoms of Wei, Shu and Wu engaged

in his youth. Even after its demise as
a religious movement, Manichean
ideas were extremely influential in
popular Christianity and Islam for
centuries, and continued to have
adherents as far away as China into
the middle ages.

in one of the most destructive periods in human history, during which
the population declined by about
one third over the period of 96
years. This time period is the setting
for a great deal of Chinese literature,
such as the Romance of the Three
Kingdoms. It was during this time of
conflict that Buddhism began to
flourish in China.

Correction: In previous issues I provided the incorrect name for the early Meso-American civilization. The
Olmecs prospered in the first half of
the first millennium BC; their civilization had collapsed by about 400
BC. The Mayans, however, began to
rise just as the Olmecs faded away.
By the third century, the Mayan civilization was a heavily urbanized
network of independent city states
that engaged in large scale monument building and experienced significant intellectual and artistic development. Although fractured into
city states, the Mayan cities shared a
language, extensive trade, religion,
intellectual culture and customs.
Some cities had populations close to
100 000, as large as the big cities of
the Roman and Chinese empires.

Civil war brought an end to the Parthian empire in AD224, which was
quickly replaced by native Persian
conquerors, and known as the Sassanid empire. The new dynasty became embroiled in a series of wars
with the Romans throughout Mesopotamia for the rest of the century
that would stretch both empires to
their limit. One of the most influential religious movements in history
arose in the Sassanid empire during
this century. The prophet Mani grew
up in the area around Babylon,
where he became familiar with
Christianity and the native Zoroastrian religion of the Magi. As a
young man, he travelled to the east
where he studied Hinduism and
Buddhism. Thereafter, he claimed to
be the Last Prophet, and preached a
religiosity that was a combination of
Christian, Zoroastrian and Buddhist
ideas. Its core concept was that all
existence was an eternal struggle
between good and evil, where education and self-denial were key aspects of the good life. He was eventually killed by the Sassanid emperor, popularly believed to have been
crucified like Jesus. Manicheanism
became a major religious movement, for a time a serious rival to
Christianity and followed by even
educated Romans like St. Augustine

They had highly a highly developed
system of mathematics, including the
concept of zero (a significant mathematical achievement and relatively
rare), and possessed a very sophisticated system of astronomy. The
‘classical’ period of Mayan civilization is considered to have begun
during the third century.
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Towards Reconciliation

world. Chaudière Island was to become an eco-park on the banks of the
magnificent Chaudière Falls, which
were to be freed from the dam built
in 1908 as a power-horse for the industrial era. With today’s new and
better technology in the form of underwater turbines, electricity could
continue to be generated without the
dam. The falls could be restored to
their original splendour as a sacred
ceremonial site and as the tourist
destination that was second only to
Niagara Falls during the Victorian
era. This plan was endorsed by the
NCC in 2008 and by the City of Ottawa in 2010.

Chaudière Falls and Islands: a place of peace for
all
Did you know that Chaudière Falls
and the islands surrounding it on the
Ottawa River make up a sacred Indigenous site? For thousands of
years before Champlain’s arrival,
Indigenous nations gathered on
these islands, coming from all over
North America to honour the sacred
circular falls we now call Chaudière.
In the 1990s, the NCC included in
its master plan the vision of the late
Algonquin Elder William Commanda to restore this heritage site as a
public meeting place for all Canadians and for visitors from around the

According to archeological evidence
going as far back as 5,000 years ago,
early Indigenous peoples travelled
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from across North America to these
spectacular falls that nature had
carved in the shape of the bowl of a
peace pipe. First Nations peoples
came from all directions, welcomed
by the Algonquin at Asinabka,
‘where water flows on glare rock’, to
negotiate their relations while honoring the natural world that sustained
them. Flowing from its historical
legacy as a place of peace, the
Chaudière islands site was envisioned by Elder Comanda as a place
of reconciliation and healing at the
heart of Canada – healing of Indigenous peoples, healing of our relationship with Mother Earth, healing of
relationships between all the world’s
peoples.

tional peace conference centre and
hotel, as well as an Aboriginal healing centre.
Two-thirds of Windmill’s new condo and office project will be located
on the Gatineau banks of the Ottawa
River. Only the Islands portion of
the project is being legally opposed
by five groups and individuals, including architect Douglas Cardinal,
who are appealing Ottawa’s rezoning decision to the Ontario Municipal Board in 2015. A date for the
hearing is yet to be set.

Instead of another downtown mix of
condos, offices and shops designed
by Windmill developments, the original plan saw these islands hosting an
ecological park where visitors learn
from Indigenous ancestral knowledge
of the local ecosystem. A historical
interpretation centre would showcase
the site’s archeological, Indigenous
and industrial heritage. Renowned
architect Douglas Cardinal has created a brilliant concept for the islands
that brings to life Elder Commanda’s
vision for peace and the bridging of
world cultures. It includes an interna-

I believe that Chaudière and Albert
Islands, which are directly adjacent
to the sacred falls, and Victoria Island, should be a natural, green oasis
and shared public space, under the
stewardship of the Algonquin. With
the thousands of people expected to
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Crown. They never ceded it in any
treaty and consider it sacred – it’s
their cathedral. Our region’s industrial era is over, it’s time to reconcile
with our First Peoples and with our
environment. It’s time for Chaudière
falls and islands to be again a place
of peace, for all Canadians and all
nations, a legacy for our future generations.

be living and working in new developments on both sides of the river,
the islands and river will be needed
as a shared public green space for all.
Windmill says it needs to sell condos
on the islands in order to pay for the
clean-up of pollution from a century
of pulp and paper activity. But the
lumber companies–E.B. Eddy and
Domtar–had been leasing this site
from the Crown since 1908.
Shouldn’t they be responsible for
cleaning up their garbage and restoring this public land to its pristine
state?

For more information: Facebook
page Freeing Chaudière Falls and its
Islands https://www.facebook.com/
FREEINGCHAUDIEREFALLSand3ISLANDS See sections titled
‘About’, ‘The Falls’ and ‘Three Islands’.

This land belonged to the Algonquin
people before it was taken by the

April 19th after church

What does reconciliation
mean?
Join us for soup, followed by our guest speaker, Viola Thomas, a residential
school survivor who worked for the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. She
now engages with people and organisations from all walks of life to build reconciliation dialogues and action plans.
You’ll learn about the shared histories between the First Peoples of this land and
newcomers who came to settle here—for example, did you know that Native
guides helped escaped slaves get through the Underground Railway?
We’ll consider together: what does reconciliation with First Nations, Inuit and
Métis peoples means for us? What actions will we take, as individuals and as a
congregation, to live into the call for reconciliation between Indigenous and
Non-Indigenous peoples in Canada?
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IMAGES & STORIES –
February 17, 2015

the first thing to do in the early
morning. It is a tradition.

Gloria Goodine’s “Return of
the Native”
In the Chinese zodiac, this year is
“The Year of the Sheep”. It indicates a smooth year following that of
the energetic Horse. We are told it is
the year to relax and make peace
with one’s self as well as with others.
Not often, in fact, not at all has a
Parkdale “Images & Stories” audience been treated to a dramatic entrance such as that demonstrated by
Gloria at the opening to her presentation of her return to her native China.
The audience of about 40 hushed,
captivated in silence as her husband
started the delicate music for Gloria
to commence her skillful, delicate
Tai Chi movements and advanced to

Gloria was our very first presenter
when we launch the Images & Stories series. She told us then of her
fascinating life, of being born to
British and Chinese parentage in
Shanghai, China and of her intriguing travels all over the world as
the spouse of diplomat - Ike Goodine. Gloria had not returned to her
native Shanghai in 25 years.

the centre of the room. This choreographed entrance was influenced by
memories of scenes etched in her
mind on seeing the Chinese people
early in the morning doing Tai Chi.
As we watched her slides, people
appeared as darkened silhouettes
against the very early morning sky.
Some did Tai Chi for exercise, some
for relaxation, and some, simply for
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Her trip was initiated by her desire to
attend a conference in China and, of
course, she took the opportunity to
visit Shanghai. Her trip started off
with her being quite anxious as when
she arrived at her 4-star Bund Hotel,
at 5:30 in the morning, she was told
her room would not be ready until
after noon. So, what to do? However,
after much attempt to understand the
language and with the arrival of an
official, her first day back in Shanghai began what was to be truly a
memorable visit. Off she went alone
into “the Bund”, a famous promenade with narrow side streets with
small shops, scooters and bicycles,
trying by herself to cross the streets
amongst the bustling and chaotic
traffic and people. She was struck by
the contrast of buildings – modern,

beautiful, expensive-looking buildings towering over clusters of comparatively small Chinese-style, greytiled roof tops. She visited many
museums and parks – particularly
the People’s Park – which proved
very nostalgic because it was a former race course which was adjacent
to the road where her grandparents
lived. She also visited the old city of
Shanghai where the French Concession was in the 1920s. Many Europeans owned houses in this area,
which then was very quiet and lined
with Sycamore trees. The houses are
now owned by several Chinese families who share the premises. The
quaint, yet exquisite architecture
stands as a reminder of the glory
days of colonial past. Now, Shanghai is really a fast-paced vibrant city
with a population of about 23 million.

lots of shrubs and trees and only a
few buildings. Here she stayed at
the Marriott’s “Guiyang Renaissance
Hotel” with her fellow delegates
from Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
United States, Vanuatu, Jamaica,
Trinidad and Tobago and a princess
with her entourage from Tonga and
Canada – 50 in total.

Conference finished, she visted
Zunyi , Moutai Town through
breathtaking hills and mountains and
on to Fenggang Tea County. On the
way, while she met many interesting
people, it was Joyce, an American
lady who not only made her day but
gave her what would become a lasting memory and a surreal moment of
her trip. In conversation with Joyce,
Gloria mentioned that she was from
Hong Kong originally and that she
would be going there, after the Conference, to stay with her sister and
her husband who was a doctor there.
Joyce then mentioned that she lived
in a retirement home in Charlestown,
in the U.S., and that her neighbour
was a doctor and his wife who lived
in Hong Kong for many years and up
to the handover in 1997. As Gloria
tells it, we could hardly believe, and
I am sure you, the reader, will be
fascinated too to learn the rest of this

They left Shanghai for a 2-hour
flight to Guiyang where their conference was being held. Guiyang is
70% mountainous and it rains a lot
there, making rice their main staple
along with tea and tobacco. The
population here is about 4 million.
This is really rural China. While the
cities are beginning to be built up,
the countryside remains serene with
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story. Gloria’s brother-in-law, the
doctor in Hong Kong, knew Joyce’s
neighbour. And, can you believe that
Joyce’s neighbour, Dr. Smith, had
been Gloria’s mother’s family doctor. He even operated on her mother
when she had an aneurism in her
pancreas, thus saving her mother’s
life. Mr. Smith’s daughter is now a
Chaplain at Joyce’s church. Needless to say Dr. Smith has since telephoned and spoken with Gloria after
she returned to Ottawa. To have
experienced this coincidence of
meeting Joyce and reminiscing about
her parents on her return to her birthplace left her in utter wonderment,
indeed, somewhat calm and introspective.

colourful hats with sides curved outwards and upwards. Unmarried
women wear similar hats; however,
theirs have tassels on the front. Not
many tourists visit here – they are
locals selling their wares. They visited the Huang Gong Shu Falls an
hour away. They are the largest falls
in China, the third largest in the
world, the first, of course, being Niagara Falls and the second being
Victoria Falls.
They then visited Kaili, a typical
Chinese town of 2 million people
and visited the market. Most interesting was their visit to the Langde village where, in order to enter the village, one was expected to drink their
local sticky rice wine. This was
quite an experience because this was
not merely a taste of wine but the
lady ushers helped to hold their chins
up to ensure they drank all the wine.
Needless to say they had a long very
quiet drive back to Guiyang. They
rested well and she departed the next
day for Hong Kong.

This mood added to her enjoying a
wonderful visit in the tea country,
travelling through little villages, rice
fields being plowed by water buffaloes. Certainly very picturesque with
paddy fields, winding rivers and
steep, rugged, misty mountains. It all
was very interesting as she spoke of
some experiencing the tea ceremony
and tasting wine while others went to
walk along the tea bushes and experienced how the leaves are picked
and processed.

Once again, a very interesting
presentation by Gloria. She certainly
was energetic in 2014 - the year of
the Horse. But, this is not a year for
whirlwind activities the Chinese Zodiac tells us…”the year of the Sheep
is one for introspection”.

She spoke of the Miao minority
group, formerly from Northern China, totaling 4.2 million in Guizhou
province and 8 million in China.
There are 170 sub-groups of Miao
people. They are famous for their
embroidery and indulge in buffalo
fighting as a pastime. She also spoke
of her visit to a Ge village which is
noted for making batik. They make
scarves and beautiful designs on indigo dye. Here married women wear

Faye Beaufort – for MO&J - Images
& Stories
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RECIPE
Roxanne's Crowd-Pleaser Glazed Ham
This ham has always been a crowd-pleaser, for adults and children alike. It is a favourite of Julee's and Blaine's. Julee's mom
has been making it as long as she can remember for family gatherings, but especially at Christmas and Easter. Submitted by Julee Pauling.

1 ham on the bone
1 bottle of beer
Glaze: honey, Dijon mustard, brown sugar
1. Pick up a nice fresh ham from the butcher, on the bone. Boil
with 1 bottle of beer for 1 hour.
2. Prepare glaze on the side - equal parts honey, dijon mustard,
and brown sugar. Amounts used will depend on the size of your
ham. Heat oven to 350F.
3. Place beer-boiled ham in a roaster, elevated on a rack within
the pan. Score the top.
4. Spread half the glaze over the ham. Baste the ham often as it
roasts. Apply the remaining glaze at the final hour of cooking. Once done, let rest before slicing.
5. The cooking time will depend on the size of your ham; but, for
a fresh ham on the bone of 12 to 14 pounds, cook for 22 to 26
minutes per pound (remember to take into account the boiling).
More information about thawing, handling, and cooking your
fresh piece of heaven can be found at this website.
Julee Pauling
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The Parkdale Kids Clothing and Toy Swap
is just the place for you!
The Swap will be held in Memorial Hall on Sunday, April
19. People are invited to put out clothing, toy and book
items for children and youth of all ages – not just babies –
before the church service, from 9:30-10:30 am. All interested people may come and take the items they want after the
service, from 12:00-1:00 pm. Drop by on your way home!
Bring a friend along, or pick up some items for someone you
know!
Clothing should be divided into boys and girls clothing by
size. Shoes, toys, games, books, bikes, sports equipment,
baby gear, and maternity/nursing clothes can also be
swapped. All items should be in good condition with all the
pieces. Families can choose to take back any items that don’t
find new homes, or leave them for the church Rummage
Sale.
The youth will be opening the
coffee shop that day, so you will
have a chance to grab a snack before you browse. If you have
questions or can help with set up
or tear down, please contact Dave
Smith
(jaylynanddave@rogers.com).
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Namby and Pamby

Finding Harmony

Namby: Goodmorning,
Pamby.

Namby: I thought that you
would have come up with
something Easterish like
chocolate, bunnies or eggs.
Easter isn’t only for kids just
as Christmas is for everybody.

Pamby: And a goodmorning
to you as well, Namby.
Namby: So, is Spring finally
here?

Pamby: It’s funny that those
three are the first which
should have come to your
mind.

Pamby: I’m afraid to say the
word when the needle stands
below zero night and day.
Namby: Don’t worry about
the needle! Don’t you appreciate the freshness in the air,
the brilliant sunshine and
the longer days?

Namby: They aren’t really; I
was just towing the popular
line.
Pamby: Well, if you look at
it that way, Easter and
Christmas are similar.

Pamby: Yes, I’ll admit that
they make me hope for
something that isn’t called
winter.

Namby: Of course, if you are
thinking about the sales and
discounts.

Namby: You used a word
which I especially like this
time of year and try to like
anytime of year.

Pamby: Although Easter
doesn’t have a Rudolph, a
Santa or reindeer.

Pamby: What’s that?
Namby: Can’t you guess?

Namby: And the bunnies,
chocolate and eggs don’t
make up for them do they?

Pamby: Well, that’s an easy
one this time; you mean
hope, don’t you?

Pamby: But Christmas has
its mistletoe, ivy and the holly with its berry.
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a grave.

Namby: But when you used
the word “hope”, weren’t
you thinking about more
than that? Actually, it forced
me to think that Easter and
Christmas are both different
and yet similar to each other.

Pamby: So then, how are
they similar?
Namby: Well, Christmas has
a birth; Easter has a rebirth.
Pamby: I’m getting it. It’s
the same story, isn’t it?

Pamby: There you go again
complicating things. Let’s
not forget the basics. Christmas has its star, angels,
shepherds, wise men, gold,
frankincense, peace and
goodwill.

Namby: About the same
person, the Christmas baby
who grew up, taught us a lot,
made service his life although he lived like the rest
of us.

Namby: Easter has an angel
too.

Pamby: And lost his life.

Pamby: But it doesn’t have a
manger and a newborn baby; aren’t they major?

Namby: But comes back all
the time.
Pamby: So, it sounds like
one story.

Namby: Not so fast! Christmas does have a dark side
too. It can’t be nice to be
born in a stable with an angry king wanting you dead.

Namby: One that continues
and has no end.
Pamby: So that’s what you
mean about Christmas and
Easter being different and
alike at the same time?

Pamby: And what about
Easter with its betrayal, desertion, despair, brutality
and mockery? Great stuff
for novelists.
Namby: You are forgetting
the parts which really make
Easter different. I mean a
cross, crucifixion, death and

Namby: The word that I’m
looking for is “seamless”.
Copyright @
John Harewood
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We enjoy meeting you and being together in ministry. Parkdale’s
congregation responds to God’s call and Jesus’ teachings by:

Uniting in joyful worship as an
act of praise and gratitude, for inspiration and guidance
Providing learning opportunities
for the Christian way of life and
to enhance
Biblical literacy

Supporting each other through
pastoral care and concern

Reaching out to people in need
Promoting justice
Praying for guidance,
wisdom, and support.
Visitors and newcomers to Parkdale:
Please be on the look-out for our hospitality team who wear
pale yellow nametags and would be happy to meet you and answer your questions. Ask for the ‘Welcome to Parkdale’ edition
of the Messenger, which has a striking goldenrod cover.
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